The binding of CC-1065 to thymidine and deoxyadenosine oligonucleotides and to poly(dA).poly(dT).
In this work, we report on the binding of the novel antitumor agent CC-1065 to poly(dA).poly(dT) and to mixtures of dA and dT oligomers as determined by electronic absorption and circular dichroism (CD) methods. In addition, the DNA binding properties of CC-1065 and its binding mechanism are compared to those of netropsin. CC-1065 binds to the polymer by at least three mechanisms to produce one irreversibly and two reversibly bound species. One reversibly bound species is moderately stable, but in time (days), it converts to the irreversibly bound species. Both of these species bind within the minor groove of the polymer and exhibit intense CC-1065 induced CD spectra. The other reversibly bound species does not acquire an induced CD. CC-1065 forces B-form duplex formation between mixtures of single strand dA and dT oligomers and binds irreversibly to the duplexes without showing the presence of an intermediate, reversibly bound species. The induced CD increases with increasing length of the oligomer, from the 5-mer (barely detectable CD) to the 14-mer (intense CD). The 7-, 10- and 14-mer mixtures bind about 1, between 1 and 2, and between 2 and 3 CC-1065 molecules, respectively. Computer graphic models of the CC-1065-DNA complex show that the covalent adduct of CC-1065 and unreacted CC-1065 can attain the same close van der Waals contacts between adenine C2 hydrogens and antibiotic CH groups that were observed in the crystal structure of the netropsin-DNA complex. These contacts may account for the dA-dT base pair binding specificity of CC-1065 and for the stability of the reversibly bound CC-1065 species.